Let {Bi,i = l, 2, • . . } be a sequence of Banach spaces, and define B = c P p \Bi} to be the space of sequences b={bi} with biÇ^Bi and Ml =(l>INh) 1/p < °°> 1<£< °°. It is known that B, normed in this way, is also a Banach space. Both of these results follow from the remaining theorem of this note. If all Bi, i< oo, are uniformly convex there exists for each e, 0<e^2, a positive number 8i(e) such that ||6 t -|| =||&/|| = 1 and \\bi -b{\\ >e implies ||&»+&/|| <2(1-ô t -(e)). The sequence {B iy i< oo } will be said to have a common modulus of convexity if there is one function S(e) >0 which can be used here in place of all S»(e). It is clear that if we define di(e)~^ inf [2 -1| 6» + 6/|| ], where the infimum is taken over bi, hi with ||o t j| =||&/|| =1 and | | &* -b'\\ >e, then such a ô(e) exists if and only if inf*oi(e) >0 for every e>0. It is clear that ô(e) may be assumed to be a non-decreasing function of e. ( E rfY Using this and (1) ii & + 6'iig 2 r (1 _ 5(e/ 4))»E/?r+ Zft'T"
The coefficient of a p is positive and depends only on e, so, if we set the right-hand side equal to 2(1-5 0 (e)), then ô 0 (e) >0 if e>0, thus disposing of the first case.
In the general case we suppose only that ||fc|| = ||*'|| =1 and that ||ô + &'|| >2(1-ÔI(ÛO), where 0<a^2 and Si (a) is any modulus of convexity which can be used in the definition of uniform convexity in 
